
Lound Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

Held on Thursday 24th November 2016 in Lound Village Hall 

7.30pm 

 

Present: Chair: Jerry Kershaw; Andrew Perkins; Nick Prout; Colin Beaumont; Carol Green; 

Rod Austin, Julia Kershaw. 

Apologies Received: Karen Pollard; Kirstin Hayes; Fred Walter; Bob Lane. 

Helen Metcalfe (the consultant) has visited the village and held the first training session. It 

appeared the Plan was moving forward smoothly and the group were working to their best 

endeavours. She advised asking the PC to subscribe to RCAN in order to extract data useful 

for the Plan. Andrew told the meeting the PC were not fully convinced it was necessary to 

subscribe. Julia offered to ask D Cllr Tracey Taylor if BDC could access the information for 

them. Action Julia 

Helen advised the group to conform to the Bassetlaw Local Plan and National Planning Policy 

whilst writing the Lound NP to avoid conflict of interests. She also thought the Design 

Statement could be a good source of information to add into the plan. Rod agreed to circulate 

a soft copy to everyone so they can identify points they may like to see in the new Plan. Jerry 

will send this to Helen with any amendments, for her information when she is helping with the 

consultation statement and preparation of the Draft Plan. Action Rod and Jerry 

  

Residents Survey Progress: 

Carol and Colin have almost completed the residents survey. There were a few anomalies that 

need addressing but hopefully these will be ironed out and finalised before the next meeting. 

The meeting asked Carol if she could add a variety of charts to the report. The definition of 

‘affordable housing’ was debated and the decision made to seek clarification if possible.  Once 

the survey is nearing completion Colin will circulate a report to all group members for their 

information and constructive criticism (hopefully none!) to reduce time discussing at the 

meeting.  Action Colin and Carol 

Once the plan is completed it was agreed to publish for perusal by residents on as many media 

levels as possible i.e. Facebook and loundvillage.co.uk. Rod agreed to look at the Facebook 

site entry and Julia will cost the addition of a new page on the website. Action Rod and Julia 

 

Business Survey 

Not all the results have been received yet so no analysis has been possible. Carol is aware she 

will not be available much over the next few months but agreed to devise a spreadsheet that 

Colin will be able to input the data for analysis. Action Carol and Colin (plus anyone willing 

to help Colin).  

It was also agreed to put a further note in the Crier and Website asking if any businesses who 

have not been contacted, and wish to take part, to contact the group via the village website. 

Action Jerry 

  



Any Other Business  

 

The Plan is very labour intensive so it was agreed that all members of the group should share 

the workload and ask (via the Crier) for volunteers willing to contribute time and energy to the 

group. Action Jerry (note in the Crier) 

 

It was agreed that everyone should look at other Neighbourhood Plans online and try to extract 

points that may be useful for the Lound plan in respect of visions, objectives, future projects, 

(covering housing, environment, village character, sustainability etc..) Action All 

 

Jerry asked that everyone read any emails or correspondence they received and bring any ideas 

to the next meeting. Action All 

 

Date of the next Meeting: 15 December 7.30 in the Village Hall. 

Apologies: Carol 


